
VidCruiter’s pre-recorded video interviewing platform allows candidates to record answers to 

interview questions at their convenience—and hiring teams review the recorded responses

whenever they have time. Reduce time-to-hire by up to 90%!

The world’s most convenient
interview option

Pre-Recorded 
Video Interviewing

Video interviews reveal much more information about candidates than one-dimensional 
resumes or phone interviews. Simply press play to learn more about a candidate’s personality. 
You can both see and hear job applicants, allowing for more well-rounded evaluation.

Gain a Better Understanding of Candidates 

Reduce the risk of biases during your recruitment process by using our built-in digital rating 
system. Incorporating structured interview methodology into video interviews helps you make 
more objective hiring decisions—while standardizing and accelerating your hiring process.

Minimize Hiring Bias with Customized Ratings

Pre-recorded video interviews don’t require interviewers 
and interviewees to meet at a predetermined time.
This completely eliminates scheduling conflicts and
makes time zone challenges a thing of the past.
Everyone participates at their convenience.

Eliminate Scheduling Conflicts & Time Zone Challenges
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Anyone participating in a pre-recorded interview can do so on a computer or the mobile 
device of their choice. Applicants don’t need to create a special login; they simply click on a 
secure link to conduct the virtual interview with speed and ease. This greatly improves the 
candidate experience!

Arrange Interviews on Any Device

Personalize virtual interviews by incorporating welcome messages or posing your interview 
questions through embedded video. Introduce elements of the real world with situational 
interview questions—one of the most practical ways to test how an applicant would perform 
on the job.

Humanize Digital Interviews

Pre-recorded interviews allow you to engage multiple stakeholders by sharing video responses 
and feedback with colleagues. Easily watch, score, and compare recorded video interviews to 
quickly arrive at a hiring consensus.

Facilitate Collaboration Across Teams & Departments

Video interviews help HR departments save time and money on needless travel. There’s no 
sense in arranging in-person interviews when you can achieve a comparable evaluation of 
applicants online. Transcend geographical barriers, interview and hire top talent anywhere in 
the world—no travel required.

Reduce Unnecessary Travel Time & Costs

“The VidCruiter platform is fabulous. No one else had the
full functionality we needed. It helps us build better, more 
genuine relationships with candidates.”

– David R. 5/5


